
South Broadway Transit Oriented Development 
Style Proposal for the Train Station and House of Worship 

~Aurora, Illinois~ 

 
The City of Aurora 

The City of Aurora, Illinois is located in a rich cultural area along the Fox River.  
Historically the city is known to be a city that is based on the longstanding tradition of the 
Burlington Northern Train Line which traversed the distance between Chicago and Phoenix 
and even further west.  A major head to the line Aurora saw rapid development based around 
the train line and developed an eclectic group of buildings and styles over the years.  One of the 
most common materials that can be seen in the area is that of a red brick.  This access to brick, 
which was facilitated by the railroad as well as local clay deposits, popularized the appearance 
of styles pertaining to brick.  These styles are often masonry bearing wall systems in both 
residential and commercial buildings.  In all types of buildings there was a historical use of 
regional limestone as an accent material on the trim and bases. 

Due to the eclectic nature of the city of Aurora many different styles are present in the 
fabric of the city, Palladian, Adamesque, Greek revival, Roman revival, Italianate, and Gothic, 
as well as, many other styles and variations of styles.  It is essential to have an understanding of 
these styles and how they relate to the type, use and form of the final proposal. 

Introduction to Gene Waddell 

One of the most pervasive arguments against the concepts of the Traditional and 
Classical style of architecture in the contemporary era is the limited understanding of the forms 
and construction techniques, as they relate to both historical and contemporary meaning 
simultaneously.  Most critics liken this architecture to a building that is covered with ornament 
and details which carry no consistency through to the structure of the building.  They would 
say why even bother with Columns, Cornices, and Cavettos, when they do not support the true 
structure of the building.   

Through understanding of the town of Charleston through the eyes of Waddell, we are 
given an elementary understanding of the connection between the types of traditional and 
classical architecture present and the way they provide not just a civic presence but clarity of 
structural understanding.   These different styles that Waddell categorized in Charleston, South 
Carolina are found in a variety of building types across the build fabric of Aurora.  When 
looking specifically at the civic and religious buildings there was again a variety of styles, from 
the Gothic persuasion, to Greek and Roman revival and Palladianism.  

The Five Styles According to Waddell 

 Waddell focuses on five distinct styles that have been previously listed, Palladian, 
Adamesque, Greek revival, Roman revival, Italianate, and Gothic.  Each of these styles has 
very specific ways in which the structure of the building is expressed through the form and 
the ornament of the building.  It is important to have a cursory understanding of these 
styles and how they can be related to the concept of my current proposal for the city of 
Aurora.  These styles can also be deeply rooted in certain forms that relate to specific styles 
of architecture as a whole. 



 The Palladian Style as is clear through the name stems from the roots of Palladio in the 
early renaissance.   One of the key philosophies that Palladio maintained was that the 
pediment or Temple front architecture of the ancients deserved to be used in not just the 
building of religious and civic structures but also private residences.1  The construction type 
of a majority of Palladian architecture is wall based with often heavy relief and ornament on 
the exterior of the building as well as the interior finishes.2  
 Another style that Waddell speaks about is, Adamesque. This style is similar in its use of 
forms as that of Palladian but is even more wall based.  This style follows similar precepts 
as does Palladian but the handling of the ornament is shallow and less pronounced.3   
 Greek Revival is another one of the styles which Waddell mentions in his analysis of the 
Charleston architecture.  Greek Revival as the name suggests pulled inspiration though not 
the recent past but through the ancient cultures especially relation to the Grecian culture.  
Through some of the, at the time, new understanding of ancient buildings there was a great 
attention paid to the details of these buildings.4  
 Roman Revival Similar to that of the Greek Revival was based on a renaissance of the 
roman forms the classical architecture that was first based on Grecian styles.     
 Another style that begins to pull ideas and construction techniques from the ideas of the 
renaissance is the Italianate this style is much more expressive in not just the forms of the 
Classical architecture but also through the ornament as well.5   
 The final style that Waddell chooses to discuss is the Gothic Revival.  “Welby Pugin was 
unequivocal: The only acceptable style for a Christian to use was early Gothic.”6  Gothicness 
of architecture was often composed of wall based structural systems with ornament that 
implied the structure the whole way through the building from the room to the foundation.            

 
Urban Planning and Improvement 

 Through my proposal for a transit oriented fabric an understanding of the fabric and 
building type became evident through research.  This research enabled the ability to categorize 
types as well as other information such as the distribution of civic and religious buildings 
throughout the fabric. 

Style Proposal 

 The style for the proposed train station and house of worship is Roman Revival which 
expresses a combination of wall supported architecture with trabeated structure that provides 
an ordered relief that is tied back into the wall structure.  Through the exploration of the style 
there are several elements that appear essential to the style of Roman Revival.  According to 
this style the building is often raised up on a base which is anywhere from a couple feet to a 
half story, dissimilar to a Palladian building which shows a base often being a full story.  
Another element of this style is the appearance of a façade that is organized through the 
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structure of the classical orders themselves and can be organized in facades which are often 
three-part arrangements. 
 This style is an important choice, not only because of the appearance of the buildings 
themselves, but through the social connection that our American culture has with a classical 
building.  Roman revival connotes a structure of reverence and of a civic or religious nature as 
seen in the Roman and Greek revival pieces that grace the area of Washington D.C..  In The 
Architecture of Community, written by Leon Krier, is expressed an importance for a universal 
understanding of buildings, especially buildings of a civic nature.  This is used not just for an 
understanding of interior function of the building but also for the idea of way finding 
throughout the city fabric, through adequately organized public spaces and parks. 
   

It is essential to provide a vernacular connection with the style of Roman revival the 
buildings will be masonry bearing wall construction of clay brick matching the construction 
type of the local.  The buildings will be accented in local stone and provide a testament to the 
strong traditions which are already in place in the city. 

Roman Revival Train Station 

Through implementation of the understanding of style the following stylistic approaches 
can be observed through my design.  Firstly the building is ordered in a simple three part 
design scheme through the primary elevation and plan which can be understood through the 
appearance of a B-A-B configuration of parts.  Despite this three part structure the building is 
designed without hyphenation.  This lack of hyphenation begins to point away from the 
classical base of Palladio.   

The presence of arcuated openings which are punched through trabeated and ordered 
wall systems speaks to the style through the exploration of arches through the time period of 
the Roman Empire reaching into the Early Renaissance.  Another one of the styles that this is 
similar to is the Rundbogenstil, or round-arch style, which was used in German train stations 
and churches in the late 1700’s to the mid 1800’s.  This style begins to deal with the structural 
challenges of combining a wall based structural system with the separate applied trabeated 
system which is used to express the civic nature of the station.   

The flanking wings which appear as a slightly stripped of ornament diverge from the 
style roman revival to an adamesque approach, which calls completely on a wall based 
structural system.  The only place that a trabeation system is called shown through the wings is 
the porches which flank the main entry to the station.  Despite this divergence the wings still 
maintain order within a downplayed façade called out through implied pilasters at the corners 
and ordered entry pieces.  The flanking wings also focus more on a wall based structure system 
rather than the punched arcuated openings of the centerpiece.  

Another important understanding of the symbolism of a train station is the expression 
of the structure through the progress which it represents.  This progress is expressed through 
the application of a separate structural system that is attached onto the track side of the 
building.  This structure begins to look at precedents that reflect a classical architecture that 
was affected by the explosion of the use of cast iron structure and larger expanses of glass.  
These elements of a new classical style are especially indicative of styles that grew out of the 
industrial revolution through looking at both the historical forms but also that progress of 
history.  There are several geographical locations of architecture expressions that can be used 



to understand this.  One primary area is the innovation that is seen in Vienna, Austria, through 
the where this industrial nature was well expressed through the combination of classical and 
modern use of cast iron and steel in architectural details.  One building that is very indicative of 
this is the Palmenhaus (also known as the Schmetterlingshaus) designed by Fredrich Ohmann 
in 1901.  This building maintained an interesting mix between the classical vocabularies of 
architecture in Vienna but mixed in the Art Nouveau style.  Originally sited in the place of the 
Palmenhaus was a classically inspired orangery which speaks to an early attempt to combine 
the palette of classical architecture with the forms of open and light architecture.  

As mentioned before, another building type that has proved valuable to my research and 
understanding of the marriage of modern and classical structure is the idea of orangeries which 
through classical expression and form express a lightness of structure as well as an innovation 
of the classical elements.  Orangeries were originally used as greenhouses, which, according to 
their namesake, were first used to provide an environment to grow oranges and other 
semitropical fruit in the northern climates of France, Germany, Austria, and England.  Due to 
the need for a lightness of structure and large spans there was a integration of the use of steel 
and glass in these buildings which were used to trap the heat and provide an adequate 
environment for the plants.  This idea was impressed upon the elite in America through 
architects such as William Morris Hunt who designed the palatial gardens and estates of the 
Biltmore estate.  Included with this estate can be found a form of an orangery or greenhouse as 
they are better known here.  This building still seeks to provide a new expression of the 
structure of the roof and walls through glass and steel portions.                

Palladian - Roman Revival House of Worship 

In seeking an accomplishment of the style imbued in the house of worship the following 
stylistic approaches can be observed.  The building is ordered through engaged columns and 
pilasters which provide the organization.  Colossal engaged ionic columns which are paired 
flank either side of the door and support a modest temple front which stretches across the 
width of the nave.  This temple front is both used for the religious importance of the building as 
well to express the understanding that the structure is bearing across the entire width of the 
nave rather than being partial supported by columns.   

The Church is laid out in a simple liturgical fashion with correct observance of the 
cardinal points.  At the crossing there is a modest dome which will provide not only a point of 
interest on the skyline of Aurora but also an attempt to encourage heavenly thoughts during 
the use of the worship space.  The ancillary buildings, a parish, and outbuildings, will maintain 
the same attention to classical proportioning with a downplayed sense of ornament as to create 
a clear range of visual importance.  

Through a closer look at the fictive structure of the building I have determined that 
there is a need to express not only the wall based but trabeated structure throughout different 
portions of the building.  On the west work and apse portion of the building is expressed a wall 
based architecture with proper detailing of engaged Ionic columns and pilasters.  This wall 
base system was chosen due to the lack of need to support the structure of the roof as it carries 
down to the ground.  This is achieved through a trabeated system along the walls of the nave 
which carries the loads from the ends of the rafters, through the expression of the pilasters on 
the exterior and interior walls.                      

 


